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I.WE.STHLM®, a new housing concept for Stockholm’s students and young adults
Scharc Development is launching Sweden’s first student apartment hotel concept

The Swedish housing market is currently out of balance due to a drastic growing demand for apartments. Some of the
main reasons for this demand are rising income, low interest rates and an unexpected high population growth combined with low construction rates. This leads to increasing house prices and yearlong queue times especially in the
big cities Malmö, Gothenburg and Stockholm. Insufficient availability of small apartments affects students and young
adults in particular. Stockholm has the greatest deficit in student housing, with around 12,800 student apartments for
100,000 students. This incredible deficit is mainly due to long planning processes and the competition to the regular
housing market. One consequence is that many students and young adults cannot leave their parental home since they
are not able to find suitable accommodations in Stockholm. International students struggle even more to find accommodations. This uncertain housing condition needs to be improved, and demands a diversified strategy. I.WE.STHLM®
aims to improve the situation for students and young adults by offering an alternative to the regular housing market.

Cause

Solution

The goal of the project is to find new housing solutions
for students and young adults in Stockholm. A first analysis of Stockholm’s complex housing crisis has already
indicated that more than one solution will be needed to
solve the crisis. Only a diversified strategy with many
different customized solutions for specific problems will
have the ability to solve it adequately. A following deeper analysis of Stockholm’s student housing market highlighted one of these specific problems: It showed that
there are many students and young adults who want
to leave their parental home but are not able to find
suitable accommodations in Stockholm. International
students find themselves at an even greater disadvantage, not being able to collect queue days for student
housing, as locals do, or speak the language to fully
understand the current process and situation.

Scharc’s response to this problem is the I.WE.STHLM®
concept, which offers greatly required short-term
housing solutions for students and young adults in Stockholm. In contrast to Stockholm’s housing market with required queue days and scams, apartments can be rented immediately per semester or academic year, offering
secure housing conditions for the rental period. The rent
is not yet fixed and may vary depending on the rental
period, between 6 500 SEK and 7 500 SEK per month.
Another goal of this project is the creation of a community, to bring people together. Thus I.WE.STHLM®
offers many shared facilities that extend beyond the
private apartments. In addition to that, I.WE.STHLM®
offers many services such as housekeeping, laundry services and a broad range of meals. This concept can
transform the waiting time for the first permanent apartment into an eventful experience.
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Reduced planning & construction times and a different choice of properties
Another important aspect, besides the short-term housing solution is the reduction of planning and construction
time. The building type ‘hotel’ helps to reduce the planning phase because average times for hotel building
permits are much shorter compared to regular housing
projects due to different legal basis. An inventive prefab
module design helps to reduce the construction time and
and offers good quality for a reasonable price. Furthermore hotels can be built on properties which are not
suitable for regular housing projects and therefore do
not compete with them.

www.iwesthlm.com
The website www.iwesthlm.com presents and explains
the concept of the student hotel, provides high-res illustrations and more information in the form of press releases.
Currently the website is only available in English, but
Swedish and German will soon follow.

About Scharc Development
I.WE.STHLM® is the creation of Scharc Development AB,
a real estate development company which is one of
three strategic business subunits of the Scharc Group.
The other subunits include Scharc Arkitektur AB and
Scharc Building Information Technology AB. Scharc
Arkitektur has worked with over 200 architecture projects, mostly located in Sweden. Scharc Building Information Technology develops innovative IT-solutions to
improve the Scharc Group’s workflow by increasing efficiency and minimizing mistakes. The diversity of all three
subunits enables the group to cover the entire life cycle
of a building, from concept to the construction process to
redevelopment. The Scharc Group has a young, international and interdisciplinary team. Headquarter is based
in Stockholm, with offices located in Berlin and London.
Some of Scharc Arkitektur’s recent projects include the
Hovsjöskolan and Brunnsängskolan in Södertälje; student apartments in Lund and Stockholm, the SL tunnelbanedepån in Norsborg and the Årsta kombiterminal.

For further information, high resolution illustrations, interview requests or any other concerns please visit the I.WE.STHLM®
project website www.iwesthlm.com or contact:
Sven Staiger, CEO
Mobile:
+46 (0)706 242443
Telephone: +46 (0)8 41021424
sven.staiger@scharc.com

Scharc Group
Telephone: +46 (0)8 41021424
Telefonvägen 30, 12626 Stockholm, Sweden
info@scharc.com www.scharc.com
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